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His Excellency Shimon Peres
Patriarch

cc: Allies for the Rule of YHVH's Law

Your Excellency,

We have forwarded our contemplation-in-progress for HMQ and the Ladies of the Court of St. James as it is urgent.

As it reveals, it is our wish to warn Rabbi Sacks about the entrapment-in-progress. We do not wish to send it to the House of Lords at this moment. Could you assist it getting it to him?

One other thing, Jack Engelhard, whose rants we occasionally read, wrote:

http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/18475

"Worry about your own backyard, David Cameron"

This article has several misconceptions: (1) That David Cameron is a free man, which he is not; that (2) He represents the men and women of 'Great Britain', which he does not; and that (3) ISRAEL, the Roman State, under the control of the Nuncio and the Roman Army headed by Netanyahu is the same as the tribe of Israel; and (4) "That was 3,000 years ago when Jerusalem was consecrated for the Jewish people onto eternity. "... Was he witness? ... and witness to a continuous 'Jewishness' to the present date? Answer: no. It is not a truthful claim we can make before YHVH. The land of the 'Nation of Israel' was stolen by those now professing faith as a result of their special dispensation to lend, given to them by Roman Priests, who were well aware of the effect of their 'covenant' with YHVH and of Exodus 32. Scheming priests in uniform are the serpent of Genesis, arriving as a 'respectable, spiritual' man.

We are drawing your attention to the danger the Roman State of Israel is to the men, women and children who call themselves 'Jewish', a term invented quite recently, by
the 'British'.

The 'compound wall' around the said Roman State, obtained by force, by parties sacrificing their brothers into the Shoah to obtain their gold, is violation of Exodus 32 and the 10 Commandments. The families that orchestrated this were committing High Treason to the British Monarch of that time. London is/was the supposed 'New Jerusalem', a refuge for the 'Jewish' people. The LORD God never makes it easy.

There is the 'fact', visible to military observers, of a vast military deployment around the said Roman State and around the Roman Empire known as the E.U. We have mentioned this in a fax to RIT Capital Partners. It is blindly obvious that "Jacob", Lord Rothschild, is unable to warn thee of his own jeopardy: "His back and arse are exposed", says a sign.

> "Silence is eternal speech"
> Sri Ramana Maharishi

The 'New Testament' is comparable to the Torah - acted in Egyptian Picture Language - one of the messages of the Crucifixion of Jesus spilling His blood on the Ground of Being, is equivalent to Moses saying that the Torah is there to testify *against* those of the Jewish religion.

The 'wall' with Mexico and the troops stationed there are to keep 'white Americans' in prison, unable to flee. It is no different with the wall around Israel.

One of the visible The Law of YHVH has been 'sung' in these letters. It is without doubt that "walls" will shatter, even as it is recorded in the Torah. It is better before YHVH to arrange these matters without war.

We did not fail to note the difficulty of your recent 'hospital' episode and to place it before YHVH.

We send our love to YHVH for thee!

Yours faithfully,

Joseph Ray Sundarsson
Special Master